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This is a subject that I have been needing to address, and address it I will. For
about the last two months I have been pondering how I might go about this, and a letter
from William Finck to myself he laid it all out very appropriately. Bill has written this
same thing to several others, and here is the general outline of those letters (except
that the names of those promoting the moslem arabs as our friends are withheld,
unless those persons become obnoxious). I will dispense with the usual quotation
marks as Bill writes the following:
6th August 06, Dear Clifton, ... So that you know, this is what I’ve been writing
concerning the situation in Palestine, which of course reflects my full position on the
subject:
I’ve heard that there is some confusion, or even division, in the Identity
community (what else is new?) concerning the current recent events in the Middle East.
Allow me to discuss my opinions concerning this matter here. I will try to be brief.
We in Kingdom Israel Identity, the true two-seedline adherents and not the
spurious blind universalist types, know that the jews are evil, and are indeed the
children of the devil. It matters not how many of them live or die in Palestine! We know
that the so-called Israeli state was founded upon treachery, and in doing so millions of
arabs were displaced from lands occupied by them for nearly 1400 years, and indeed
some of their ancestors (those who were absorbed into Islam, raped, or otherwise
captured and forced to convert) lived there much longer than that. Yet we must not
forget that very thing, that the arab had taken that same land from White Christian
Romans and Greeks (and others) who inhabited it up until the Islamic conquests.
More importantly, the arabs are NOT our friends. Neither can they ever be. The
very word “ arab ” is a Hebrew word which denotes a person of mongrel descent (see
Strong’s #’s 6148, 6150, 6151 and 6154), and so therefore they are not ever pleasing
to Yahweh! Furthermore, an examination into the very being of the arabs reveals that
they too have the blood of the serpent, through the Kenites and Canaanites, the
Moabites and Ammonites, running through their veins! The arabs, while not
masquerading as Israel, still pretend to be holy and noble under pretense of certain Old
Testament commandments borrowed into their ‘ Koran ’, and are still just as much the
children of the serpent as the jews are!
What’s happening in Palestine today is only Satan’s little sideshow. A great
distraction which has all the eyes of the world fixed upon it, which is at least the
perception which the jew-controlled media of the West likes to present.
In the 7th century the arab Moors poured into once-White Iberia, occupying at
one point the southern two-thirds of the peninsula. For that reason, unto this very day
most of the inhabitants of Spain and Portugal resemble arabs, for that is what they are.
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It was the jews who invited the arabs into Iberia! Martin Luther wrote about it. When the
mongols invaded eastern Europe, the jew merchants opened the gates of the cities to
them. Luther wrote about that too. Today, many of the mongol descendants in southern
Russia, and Iran, neighboring states, and the Middle East, are found practicing Islam.
After the conquest of Iberia, the arabs advanced toward France, and they were
turned back after a great effort by Charles Martel in 732 A.D. at Tours. This is one of
the most important events in our history. Had the Moors been successful, we would
all be riding carpets today and praying to a rock hidden under cover in the Arabian
desert. We would also all look like the Sicilians. The Moors conquered formerly White
Sicily, and held that and large portions of southern Italy for up to 200 years, until their
rule was ended by Danes and Franks, and for that reason today most of the Italians,
especially of the south, resemble arabs, for that is what they are.
From the 12th century A.D., the Islamic arab turks (‘ arab ’ meaning ‘ mixed ’ )
conquered and absorbed the Greek Byzantine lands, putting many Christians to the
sword and raping women and children. They subdued large parts of the once all-White
Balkans, and made it as far as Vienna in Austria, where their sieges failed. The muslim
turks, truly an ‘ arab ’ race, held all of Greece until 1825, and for that reason today we
have muslims in the Balkans, and many – if not most – of the Greeks today look just
like arabs, because that is what they are. The Ottoman turks besieged Vienna in 1529,
and again as recently as 1683. Had they been successful, we ’ d all be wearing kufi
hats today, and grousing about the liberals who’d want to do away with our daughters’
burkhas. We would also all look like today’s Sicilians! That, to jews and arabs alike,
would be heaven. For the arabs and the turks, along with the mongols, were certainly
the flood spewed from the serpent’s mouth in Satan’s attempt to destroy Israel
(Rev. 12:15)!
So how do we repay the valor of our French and German ancestors who repelled
the arab invaders at Tours and Vienna? Look at France and Germany now! At the
beckoning of the jews, we have let arab and turk take our countries freely! Europe is
being overrun with arabs! There will be a price to pay for letting this happen! This is the
real battle. We must fight for the hearts and minds of Yahweh’s true Israel people, and
not be distracted by Satan’s deceptive sideshow in the Middle East. If satan fights
against satan, how can his house stand? If they all destroy each other, good for them!
We must only concern ourselves with our own kindred, and beware of BOTH jews and
arabs.
Concerning this, I wrote a pamphlet which Clifton shall distribute this coming
week, called The Immigration Problem And Biblical Prophecy. I hope you find it to be of
use. [End of William Finck’s letter to myself.]
THE WORD “ ARAB ” IN SCRIPTURE
The term “ arab ” in the Strong’s Concordance is #’s 6154 and 6151. Strong’s
defines #6154 as: “... ‘êreb, ay´-reb; or ... ‘ereb (1 Kings 10:15), (with the article prefix),
eh´-reb; from 6148; the web (or transverse threads of cloth); also a mixture, (or mongrel
race): Arabia, mingled people, mixed (multitude), woof.” Strong’s defines #6151 as: “...
‘arab (Chald.), ar-ab´; corresponding to 6148; to commingle:– mingle (self), mix.” The
root of this verb in Strong’s is #6150, and is defined: “... ârab, aw-rab´; a primitive root
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[rather identical with 6148 through the idea of covering with texture]: to grow dusky at
sundown:– be darkened, (toward) evening.”
In the Gesenius’ Hebrew-Chaldee Lexicon under #6154, one is directed to see
the root (under #’s 6148-9) No. I. i., which in turn says at: “... (1) to mingle oneself ... (2)
... to intermingle ... to enter into marriage ... Ezra 9:2 ...” Then under #6151, it says: “...
to mix, to mingle ... Daniel 2:43.”
The New Brown – Driver – Briggs – Gesenius Hebrew And English Lexicon says
the following on #6154: “ ... mixture, mixed company;– heterogeneous body attached to
a people; to Israel Exod. 12:38 ... Neh. 13:3 ... Jer. 25:20 ... Jer. 50:37 ... Jer. 25:24 ... 1
Ki. 10:15 ... 2 Chr. 9:14 ... Ezek. 30:5 ...” Before we go any farther, we should read
these passages mentioned first by Gesenius’ and then those by Brown – Driver –
Briggs – Gesenius.
But before we do so, it would also be well to define the word “ heterogeneous ”
as used by the latter: (1) different in kind; unlike; incongruous. (2) composed of parts of
different kinds; having widely dissimilar elements or constituents.
Ezra 9:2: “ For they have taken of their daughters for themselves, and for
their sons: so that the holy seed have mingled themselves with the people of
those lands: yea, the hand of the princes and rulers hath been chief in this
trespass.”
Daniel 2:43: “ And whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they
shall mingle themselves with the seed of men: but they shall not cleave one to
another, even as iron is not mixed with clay.” [emphasis in these 10 passages mine]
Exodus. 12:38: “ And a mixed multitude went up also with them; and flocks,
and herds, even very much cattle.” [mixed = arab]
Nehemiah 13:3: “ Now it came to pass, when they had heard the law, that
they separated from Israel all the mixed multitude.” [ditto]
Jeremiah 25:20: “ And all the mingled people, and all the kings of the land of
Uz, and all the kings of the land of the Philistines, and Ashkelon, and Azzah, and
Ekron, and the remnant of Ashdod.” [more mixed people]
Jeremiah 50:37: “ A sword is upon their horses, and upon their chariots,
and upon all the mingled people that are in the midst of her; and they shall
become as women: a sword is upon her treasures; and they shall be robbed.”
Jeremiah 25:24: “ And all the kings of Arabia, and all the kings of the
mingled people that dwell in the desert ...” [mingled = arabs]
1 Kings 10:15: “ Beside that he had of the merchantmen, and of the traffick
of the spice merchants, and of all the kings of Arabia, and of the governors of the
country.” [Arabia = mixed]
2 Chr. 9:14: “ Beside that which chapmen and merchants brought. And all
the kings of Arabia and governors of the country brought gold and silver to
Solomon.” [ditto]
Ezekiel 30:5: “ Ethiopia, and Libya, and Lydia, and all the mingled people,
and Chub, and the men of the land that is in league, shall fall with them by the
sword.” [mingled = arabs]
Another word that has connotations to the idea of something mixed is the term
“ Belial ”. Of the variant meanings for the word #1100, “ Belial ”, Strong’s Concordance
with #1098 indicates something “ mixed ”. [“ Belial ” = arab = mingled]
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The word “ Belial ” in the Strong’s Concordance is #1100. Strong’s defines it as:
“... b lîya‘al ... from 1097 and 3276; without profit, worthlessness; (often in connection with
376, 802, 1121 etc.):– Belial, evil, naughty, ungodly (men), wicked.” Gesenius’ HebrewChaldee Lexicon has it in part: “ without ... benefit, ... unprofitableness, worthlessness, what
is useless of no fruit ... useless, of no profit, little worth ... (1) wickedness vileness ... a
wicked man ... a wicked woman ... an evil wicked thing ... (2) destruction ...”
The word #1098 in the Strong’s Concordance is defined as: “... belîyl, bel-eel´;
from 1101, mixed, i.e. (specifically) feed (for cattle):– corn, fodder, provender.”
It should be noted that the Hebrew (!HUHE) has three different meanings, and
once we comprehend their meanings, we then discover how they are related. As we
see with the Hebrew definition for #6150 above, it describes the gradual darkening of
the day as the sun progresses toward sundown. It also has the Hebrew meaning of the
darkening of the skin color as a person of mixed race, or as they would say in South
Africa, “ colored ”. This meaning is assigned the Swanson #6846, and Swanson refers
us to 1Ki. 10:15; Jer 25: 20, 24. [These verses previously quoted here.]
Anyone who has ever observed an Arab has to admit that he is not as light as a
Caucasian nor as dark as a Negroid, though some are close to either. This is the
similarity of the meanings: that “ evening ” is not as light as “ high-noon ” nor as dark as
“ night ”.
From the 1980 Collier’s Encyclopedia, volume 2, page 398, under the topic
“ Arabs ”, we read the following: “ The people of the Arab world have no single origin.
Although Arab culture was associated in early times with the Arabian Peninsula, over
the centuries many different peoples have become Arabized through adoption of the
Arabic language and other features of Arab culture. For nearly all Arabization was
through Islam, the major religion of the Arab world. The Arabs are as diverse physically
as they are in ethnic origin. There is no Arab ‘racial type.’ Some Arabs do fit the
stereotyped picture, lean and ‘hawk-nosed,’ with darkish skin and black hair, but these
features are in no sense typical. Negroid Arabs are similar in appearance to subSaharan Africans, and light-skinned Arabs are physically indistinguishable from most
Europeans.” [emphasis mine]
Again from the 1980 Collier’s Encyclopedia, volume 13, page 310, under the
topic “ Islam ”, we read the following:
“... The term Islam refers not only to the religion but also to the entire body of
believers and the countries they live in. Among the predominantly Muslim nations of the
modern world are Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Libya, Mauritania, Chad, Egypt, the
Sudan, Syria, Iraq, Saudi Arabia and the other states of the Arabian peninsula, Turkey,
Albania, Iran, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Malaysia, and Indonesia. Large
Muslim communities exist in Lebanon, Yugoslavia, the Soviet Union, China, India, and
the Philippines. There is hardly a region that does not have a Muslim community.
“ The youngest of the world’s great religions, Islam developed in Arabia, in an
area that was one of the most significant melting-pots revealed by history, and the great
religious enthusiasm of the peoples living there was thereby diffused and given a
universal character ...” [emphasis mine]
Again from the 1980 Collier’s Encyclopedia, volume 13, under the topic “ Islam ”,
and the sub-topic “ Central Beliefs ”, of which there are five that are termed
e
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“ affirmations ”, central to basic Moslem doctrine. The “ fifth affirmation ” is of utmost
interest to us here and reads as follows on page 311:
“ Fifth, the community of believers includes all who reverence Allah, His Prophet,
Book, and the Day of Judgment. This is the celebrated brotherhood of Islam in which all
barriers of race, color, tongue, and status are broken.” [emphasis mine]
CONCLUSION
I hope the reader is beginning to see what kind of a war we are in, and it’s not a
very pretty picture. Our White Israelite people simply cannot take sides with either the
satanic-jews or the satanic-arabs. Simply put, we are at war with the entire third world
conglomeration of people; we have no friends, nor should we have! The bottom line is:
they’r e all satanic! If we absorb them, then we will also become satanic! Yes,
genetically satanic! Is that the kind of grandchildren you want? There are already an
awful lot of White people who have satanic grandchildren! If you want to avoid such a
situation, avoid all universalist, one seedline and no-devil so-called pastors at all costs.
Will this process of miscegenation never ever stop that has been going on for
thousands of years, of which the arabs are a prime example?
Another people descended from the arabs are the mexicans. They are a result of
the Spanish explorers who had arabs and jews among them, and they still speak
Spanish today. Again from the 1980 Collier’s Encyclopedia, volume 16, page 80, under
the topic “ Mexico ”, and the sub-topic “ Ethnic Origins and Language ” we read the
following:
“ An estimated 300,000 Spaniards entered Mexico during the three centuries of
colonial rule. They mixed with the Indians, producing the mestizo element which today
predominates in the Mexican population. Most of the Negroes, estimated at less than
200,000, who were brought during the colonial period to work in the mines and on the
plantations have been absorbed into the population.” This same article points out that
there were “ more than 700 tribal groups ” and “ 100 different languages ” among the
Mexican-Indian element alone. Remember, the Hebrew word (!HUHE ) means “ mingled ”.
Again, from the 1980 Collier’s Encyclopedia, volume 17, page 80, under the topic
“ Muslims ”, and the sub-topic “ The Ommiad Caliphate of Spain ”, we read the following:
“... So many native Christians adopted Islam and intermarried with the
conquerors that the original Muslim stock was thoroughly blended with the local peoples
...” Therefore, we don’t have to guess as to the general makeup of the 300,000
Spaniards who blended with the mexican-indians. All one need do is brush up on his
history.
Every White Israelite today should realize that the tenets of Islam have not
changed in the slightest, as each arab devotee thereto thinks in the back his mind,
“ White European, you either convert to Islam or you die! ” A muslim doctor anyone?
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